
Your Challenges
Cloud environments are complex and dynamic by nature, which means that legacy on-premises tools and traditional 
cybersecurity approaches cannot offer adequate protection from configuration errors, vulnerabilities, and threats.  
These challenges are complicated further if your business needs a multi-cloud environment for day-to-day operations.  
As a result, many security leaders are challenged with: 

      Keeping up with increasing compliance requirements across a multi-cloud environment as the  
attack surface expands 

      Maintaining visibility and control across their complete cloud environment – infrastructure, applications,  
platforms, workloads, and containers

      Detecting, prioritizing and remediating critical cloud misconfigurations that can expose sensitive data  
resulting in a data breach or compromised accounts

      Manually monitoring for potential cyber threats and security alerts across their multi-cloud environment  
without succumbing to alert fatigue 

      Lack of internal cloud security expertise to properly manage cloud applications, exacerbated by a  
cybersecurity skills shortage

24/7 Unified Discovery 
and Visibility 

Discover potential 
misconfigurations, 
metadata, security, 
and change activity 
immediately upon 
deployment through a 
single console. 

Behaviour-based  
Anomaly Detection

Automatically detect 
anomalies that signal 
malicious activity to enable 
faster threat detection, 
reduce alert fatigue,  
and turn early Indicators  
of Compromise into 
threats prevented.

Get proactive response  
from our 24/7 SOC Cyber 
Analysts to remediate  
critical misconfigurations, 
open IP ports, and 
unauthorized modifications 
that can leave your cloud 
resources exposed.  

Assess your cloud 
compliance posture and 
eliminate violations with 
24/7 monitoring against 
cloud security best 
practices and compliance 
standards such as CIS, PCI 
DSS, SOC II, and HIPAA 
benchmark standards.

Proactively Identify, 
Prioritize, and Resolve 
Critical Security Violations

Continuous  
Compliance Monitoring 
and Reporting

Proactive, prioritized cloud threat response to eliminate the risk of critical  Proactive, prioritized cloud threat response to eliminate the risk of critical  
cloud misconf igurationscloud misconf igurations
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eSentire Cloud Security Posture  eSentire Cloud Security Posture  
Management (CSPM) with Lacework Management (CSPM) with Lacework 
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Our Solution
At eSentire, we detect, investigate, prioritize, and respond to potential cyber threats and security violations across your  
multi-cloud environment through our Cloud Security Posture Management service, in partnership with Lacework.

We bring clarity and control to your cloud risks so you can ensure your on-premises, cloud, and hybrid infrastructure is secure. 
In addition, we help you ensure continuous compliance against industry frameworks like PCI, HIPAA, and CIS, and protect your 
sensitive data and cloud resources from unauthorized exposure without requiring significant uplift from your IT security teams. 

Simplify Multi-Cloud Security with Lacework 
We are Lacework’s first global Managed Detection and Response partner and are proud to  
provide our Cloud Security Posture Management service with Lacework, expanding our  
deep expertise across AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud with further visibility, differentiated 
behavior-based threat detection and context-rich insights to fuel our multi-signal threat 
investigations. Through this partnership you can leverage your existing investment in the 
Lacework platform in a Bring Your Own License (BYOL) scenario for eSentire management,  
or partner with us for a completely Managed Offering.

With eSentire Multi-Signal MDR for Cloud and Cloud Security Posture Management with Lacework you get comprehensive  
visibility and anomaly-based threat detection across your cloud infrastructure. Using machine learning, artificial intelligence  
and cloud behavioral analytics, the Lacework Polygraph® Data Platform automatically learns and understands behaviors across  
an organization’s cloud environment. From there, eSentire’s 24/7 SOC Cyber Analysts and renowned Threat Response Unit (TRU)  
stop active threats before they become business disrupting events with a Mean Time to Contain of less than 15 minutes. 

www.esentire.com

How We Help Your Outcomes

• 24/7 deep visibility and cloud control

• Security rules and best practices governing and controlling  
your multi-cloud environment

• Detect, investigate and remediate critical misconfigurations, 
policy violations and Indicators of Compromise

• Behavior-based anomaly detection driven by machine learning 
and behavioral analytics

• Proactively identify and address potential security violations, 
prioritized by their risk profile, to limit cloud misconfigurations 
and reduce cyber risk 

• Maximize ROI on multi-cloud environments

• Enforcement of critical security rules

• Cloud security program that scales

• Reduced cloud knowledge gaps

• Improved time to value in managing risks at the administration 
level of your multi-cloud environment

• Rapid threat detection while reducing alert fatigue

• Reduced cybersecurity incidents in your multi-cloud environment

• Benchmark your cloud application configurations against industry 
and organizational standards

• Get guardrails for your developers to avoid common 
misconfigurations

Additional service benefits include:
 •       Rapidly identify and prioritize misconfigurations  

with visibility across multi-cloud environments  
(AWS, Azure, Google Cloud)

 •       Meet compliance mandates and ensure complete attack 
surface protection mapped to industry compliance  
frameworks like PCS, HIPAA, CIS and SOC 2

 •       Patented machine learning and behavioral analytics 
automatically detect anomalies in cloud user behavior  
and platform API interactions

 •       Get co-managed access to the Lacework platform and 
full feature set availability for your team

 •       Complete multi-signal threat investigation  
visibility within eSentire’s Atlas Insight Portal

 •       Proactive response from our 24/7 SOC Cyber Analysts  
to resolve critical misconfigurations, open IP ports,  
unauthorized modifications, and other issues that  
leave cloud resources exposed

 •       Detection, investigation, and containment of threats  
to virtual machine (VM) workloads and containers  
up to 10x faster

 •       A 342% return on investment, 100:1 alert reduction  
and 80% faster investigation capability
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If you’re experiencing a security incident or breach contact us             1-866-579-2200

Contact Us

Ready to get started? Ready to get started? 
We’re here to help! Submit your information and an eSentire representative will be in touch to demonstrate  We’re here to help! Submit your information and an eSentire representative will be in touch to demonstrate  

how eSentire Multi-Signal MDR stops threats before they impact your business.how eSentire Multi-Signal MDR stops threats before they impact your business.

You're in the Cloud. We're All-in to Protect You.  
Whatever the cloud brings to your business, we’re all-in to keep you ahead of disruption.

  Cloud Experts 
Go boldly towards your business ambitions knowing our SOC Cyber Analysts and Elite Threat Hunters  
always have your back. Powered by our cloud-native Atlas XDR platform, multi-signal threat intelligence  
and unique behavior- based cloud insights we’re all-in to protect you 24/7.

  Reduce Cloud Risks 
Eliminate critical misconfiguration and runtime risks with continuous visibility,  vulnerability monitoring,  
asset tracking, proactive threat hunting and novel detection models across AWS, Azure and  
Google Cloud platforms as well as critical cloud business applications.

  Proactive Threat Response 
Contain cloud attacks faster, before they become business disrupting events, with automated response  
capabilities, deep multi-signal investigation and prioritized threat response that others simply cannot match.

eSentire, Inc. is the Authority in Managed Detection and Response, protecting the critical data and applications of 1500+ organizations in 80+ countries, 
representing 35 industries from known and unknown cyber threats. Founded in 2001, the company’s mission is to hunt, investigate and stop cyber threats 
before they become business disrupting events. Combining cutting-edge machine learning XDR technology, 24/7 Threat Hunting, and proven security 
operations leadership, eSentire mitigates business risk, and enables security at scale. The Team eSentire difference means enterprises are protected by 
the best in the business with a named Cyber Risk Advisor, 24/7 access to SOC Cyber Analysts, Elite Threat Hunters, and industry-leading threat intelligence 
research from eSentire’s Threat Response Unit (TRU). eSentire provides Managed Risk, Managed Detection and Response and Incident Response services.  
For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

https://www.esentire.com/get-started

